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FIFTY RANDOM FACTS ABOUT SINGAPORE
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Unique

FOOD

DRINKS

by Hidir Koh & Winnie Neo
From hawker stalls to high-class restaurants, Singapore houses a wide range of cuisines, both
international and local. From one end to the other, you will definitely be able to find food that is to
your liking. Yet, unbeknownst to many, Singapore food isn’t just chicken rice and nasi lemak –
here are some unique foods (using local ingredients) you can find in Singapore that you might
not have even heard of!

FRUIT JUICE MEE SIAM
Hong Lim Market and Food Centre
($3 - $6)
Instead of ‘assam water’ which is
used in the traditional mee siam, a
‘secret formulated fruit juice’ is used
for this instead, and it takes more
than 2 hours to prepare! A healthier
alternative, this version is less oily
and more flavourful too. There is also
a $6 portion which comes with
poached crayfish meat!

CROCODILE PAW STEW
Old Airport Road Food Centre
($40)
This dish may sound intimidating
but if you can overcome this
mental barrier, you will be in for a
tasty treat. The paw that may
look tough is actually soft and
tender, like stewed chicken. The
layer under the skin is also full of
collagen, plus the meat itself is
high in omega-3 fatty acids and
muscle-building protein.

PLASTER BLASTER
Springleaf Prata Place ($5)
The humble and traditional roti prata meets
innovation in this creation, where plain prata is
topped with 2 slices of ham, and Eggs Benedict
with Indian Hollandaise sauce. It was inspired
by the owner’s trip to Australia, and made its
debut in 2014 at the Ultimate Hawker Fest.

BUAH KELUAK ICE CREAM
Candlenut @ Dorsett Residences ($14)
This ice cream is made with buah keluak
paste and Valrhona chocolate, served on a
bed of salted caramel, chocolate crumble
and chilli specks and topped with warm milk
chocolate sauce. Even more unique is the
fact that it does not melt.
SALAD WITH GULA MELAKA
AND LIME DRESSING
LePark Singapore ($9)
Combining leafy vegetables, cherry
tomatoes, shiitake mushroom and
fried potato for a mix of texture and
crunch, the salad dressing makes
use of the sweet and rich flavour of
gula melaka to balance out the
sourness of lime. The salad is on the
sweet side, with a citrusy tang that is
reminiscent of drinking lime juice.

by Winnie Neo & Hidir Koh
When it comes to drinks, we are equally as spoilt for choice as we are with food. From cheap
coffeeshop drinks at under a dollar to the pricier café options, there’s always something to fit our
budgets and tastes. Here are some drinks that you may or may not have heard of, but are
concocted here in Singapore.

SUPER COOLER
Simpang Bedok Coffee Shop ($3)
A mixture of wheatgrass with
coconut juice served with fresh
coconut strips, the name Super
Cooler says it all – a cooling drink
perfect for the humid Singapore
weather. This drink might be
considered expensive for kopitiam
beverage, but the coconut is
particularly refreshing during the
warmer days and the wheatgrass
adds to its health benefits.

SUPER POWER DURIAN CHENDOL
Tekka Market ($2.50)
Have you ever imagined that one of
Singapore’s favourite fruits and
well-loved dessert would come together
to be served as a drink? A scoop of
durian paste is added to regular chendol
(with red beans, coconut milk and palm
sugar) to create this drink, and while this
might not be to die for, everyone should
try it at least once.

ICE TEH-O LONGAN
Spize Restaurant ($3)
Iced Teh-O that is mixed with longan
juice and served with pieces of longan
fruit, this creation is a wonderful mix of
flavours. Particularly enjoyable during
the warm afternoons in Singapore, this
refreshing drink is also a nice change
from the ordinary Teh-O that most
people are accustomed to drinking.

KAYA TOAST COCKTAIL
Bitters & Love Cafe ($19)
Dark Mount Gay rum and Earl Grey
tea coupled with fresh lemon juice,
a spot of honey, and a spoonful of
kaya – what you get is a quirky yet
mildly familiar drink for the
sweet-toothed. And that’s not all –
this unique cocktail is garnished
with a piece of kaya toast as well!

TONIC WATER + SALT
Coffeeshops ($1.20)
Considered to be a ‘cooling’ drink, this is
well-known among the older generation as
a drink for particularly hot days or when
someone is under the weather (with a
sore-throat or fever). This classic drink can
still be found in coffeeshops around
Singapore, and is similar to drinks such as
Oldenlandia Mineral Water and Three
Legs Cooling Water.
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BRANDS

ARCHITECTURE

Singapore is home to many successful local entrepreneurs. While most of us have heard of
established local brands such as Tiger Balm, TWG and Creative Technology, there are others
that are equally well-known and established in Singapore – and beyond. Here are some brands
from various industries that have sprouted from our home ground.

On Singapore's 50th birthday, it is only right to look back on the many accomplishments of our
people. And while a nation is more than a place and its physical infrastructure, Singapore's
architecture truly reflects the values the country prides itself on; being innovation and environmentally friendly. Below are 5 amazing pieces of Singapore architecture – designed by local
architects – that any country would be proud to call their own.

by Winnie Neo

by Nadine Staes-Polet

AFTERSHOCK PC
Based in Singapore, AFTERSHOCK
PC was set up by two fraternal twin
brothers, and offers customised
gaming laptops for those looking for
something unique. They are also
Singapore’s only custom laptop
builder, allowing not only
customisation for the inner
hardware, but also the exterior
casing of the laptop itself.
P.S. CAFÉ
A popular chain of chic cafe-restaurants, P.S.
Café started out as a part of a retail outlet
called Project Shop. Founded in 1999 by
Peter Teo, Philip Chin, and Richard
Chamberlain, their PSGourmet group now
has 6 outlets under the P.S. Café label. A
popular place for brunches, it is also famous
for its gigantic cakes.

RAOUL
Fashion brand Raoul debuted
internationally at the 2010 New
York and Paris Fall/Winter
shows. The brainchild of Douglas
and Odile Benjamin in 2001, the
brand’s fans include celebrities
like Jennifer Lawrence. When
Prince William and Duchess
Kate Middleton visited Singapore
in 2012, Kate donned a Raoul
piece which was sold out in
under 24 hours.

PARK ROYAL AT PICKERING
Exemplifying Singapore’s vision of
becoming a city-in-a-garden, the now
iconic PARKROYAL integrates little
gardens throughout the building. With
its balconies and terraces covered in
lush foliage, the architects fit in more
than double the original site’s area in
greenery plus giving every guest a
garden view from their window.

STRIP: MINISTRY OF WAXING
While prude Singapore isn’t the first thing
you’d associate with Brazilian waxing, this
successful chain of body depilation specialists
(which includes eyebrow-plucking brand
Browhaus) started in Singapore before
expanding across Asia, as well as to London
and New York. The brand is founded by
entrepreneur Cynthia Chua, who is also the
founder of Skinny Pizza.

PRINTS
The pioneer of bespoke stationery in Singapore, Prints is
known for its brightly-coloured paper products with
contemporary designs. Founded in 2003 by local
entrepreneur Neny Suparman and designer
Lars Vikman, the brand has a firm following
in Hong Kong, Japan and the UK.
Singapore is home to 2 of its
stores, as well as its
global HQ.

NTU LEARNING HUB
Dubbed the "dim sum basket building",
NTU South Spine Learning Hub’s inverted
cone-shape integrates different-sized
classrooms stacked into unconventional-looking towers. Along with lots of natural
foliage, the building also boasts green
innovations like ventilation that doesn’t
require fans or conventional air con, while
harnessing natural energy for lights in
classrooms, toilets and staircases.

GENEXIS THEATRE
Located inside Fusionopolis, one look
at this experimental space tells you
it’s anything but ordinary. Winning the
President’s Design Award in 2009, it
features 560 retractable seats
allowing for almost any configuration even folding flat into the floor. No
detail in Genexis was overlooked,
right down to the 400,000 timber
beads that line the curved walls to
prevent acoustic reverberation.

SINGAPORE SPORTS HUB
Built on the site of the original National Stadium, the
Singapore Sports Hub compromises of the new National
Stadium, an aquatics centre, shopping mall and arena
which seats up to 55,000 people. Topped with the world’s
largest dome, it takes just 48 hours to convert it from
hosting athletics, football, rugby or cricket – making it
unique worldwide for its versatility.

PINNACLE@DUXTON
Built on the historic site of one of the oldest HDB blocks in
Singapore, the Pinnacle’s seven 50-storey towers were the
brainchild of none other than Lee Kuan Yew himself. Fittingly,
as the world's tallest public housing it also features the world's
two longest sky gardens at 500 metres each – one of which is
even accessible to non-residents.
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Neighbourhood

PARKS

MUSEUMS
by Tracey Toh

by Joey Chan

It is time we acknowledge our beautiful green spaces, so here are five parks where you can
enjoy a natural day out. Most parks in Singapore are connected with snaking park connectors in
order to unify the parks, and allow the public to enjoy an uninterrupted breather from the
business of city life.

JURONG CENTRAL PARK
Within walking distance from
Boon Lay MRT station, Jurong
Central park is not your typical
neighbourhood park. The
life-sized Snakes and Ladders
playground and Ludo Garden
bring a sense of familiarity and
nostalgia to visitors who used to
play these “old-school” games,
set amidst the park’s thriving
green environment.
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Alternative

If you’re looking for somewhere to go this weekend and you’ve already exhausted all the usual
entertainment options, venture out to one of these lesser known but no less intriguing museums
in Singapore. Whether you’re looking to discover more about local history or to satisfy somewhat
esoteric tastes (antique Batman figurines, anyone?), you’ll be spoilt for choice.

MINT MUSEUM OF TOYS
The building itself has garnered
numerous international architectural
awards for its unique design, but it is
the extensive collection of vintage toys
(over 50,000 collectibles and
memorabilia from more than 40
countries) which will entice you to visit.
Make no mistake – these are not just
toys, but historical artefacts, reflecting
cultural trends over time and space,
and they will leave you with a real case
of nostalgia.

PUNGGOL WATERWAY PARK
Punggol Waterway Park makes Punggol a dreamy
waterfront town. Made up of four different themes –
Green Gallery (for nature lovers), Recreation Zone (for
children), Heritage Zone (showcasing Punggol’s oldest
trees) and Nature Cove (for all to enjoy the waterfront
scenery) – popular activities here include cycling,
walking, kite-flying and photography.

LION CITY KITTY: THE CAT MUSEUM,
MUSES & MANSION
As a social enterprise, the museum seeks to
teach locals more about felines through
personal interaction with the cats. With a
sprawling play area on the top floor equipped
with toys for the nine resident cats, those who
wish to learn more about the history of cats
can head to the second floor, which features
specially curated cat-related photographs, art
works and commissioned pieces.
BEDOK RESERVOIR PARK
Nestled in the north of Bedok Town, Bedok Reservoir Park is
well-known for water sports. Folks from all around the country
come here for dragonboating, canoeing, wakeboarding, and also
fishing. Besides all things water, the park has a 4.3km running
track and is a sanctum for bird-watchers.

BISHAN PARK
Bishan Park offers a serene
sanctuary right in the heart of
Singapore with a 3-km long winding
river that runs through it. Beautiful
banks of wildflowers and greenery
create a beautiful backdrop where
people can have picnics, or simply
enjoy an evening jog. There’s also
a larged fenced area specially for
dog runs.

HORTPARK
Hortpark serves as a knowledge centre
for all gardening-related activities. There
are more than 8 themed gardens,
including the popular Butterfly Garden
where visitors can experience the
winged creatures up close. While
visitors can choose explore the gardens
or picnic in the Hortlawn, guided tours
on gardening are also available.

MEMORIES AT OLD FORD FACTORY
Once the site of the first Ford plant in Southeast
Asia, it also bore witness to unconditional
surrender to the Japanese and the beginning of
the 3 darkest years of our history. Gazetted as a
National Monument and now a repository of
memories of life during the Japanese Occupation, it houses records and documents that serve
as a reminder of the fundamental ingenuity and
resilience of the human spirit.

FIRE

CIVIL DEFENCE HERITAGE GALLERY
Housed within the Central Fire Station,
the Gallery traces the development in
fire-fighting techniques and civil defence
over the past century. The highlight of the
displays is the range of antique
fire-engines, which includes the first fully
motorised fire-engine in Singapore. At any
rate, a trip to the gallery is guaranteed to
be more exciting than your last National
Education lesson.

BATTLE BOX AT FORT CANNING
Built to serve as the Strategic Headquarters for
the British, it was a self-contained underground
nerve-centre with rooms for specific functions,
including a dedicated cipher room. In 1992, it
was reopened to depict the last days of the
Malayan Campaign and the Battle of Singapore,
and despite its name as “The Battle Box”, the
only battle that was fought here ironically
culminated in the decision to surrender.
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MEMORIALS
by Hidir Koh

“There was a time, when people said that Singapore wouldn’t make it, but we did.” True to the
lyrics from the song “We are Singapore”, we have surpassed all expectations. But this was only
possible through the efforts of our forefathers. Here is a list of memorials you might like to visit
which commemorates their contributions.

ELEPHANT STATUE
AT OLD PARLIAMENT HOUSE
Found standing in front of the
oldest government building in
Singapore is a bronze elephant.
Previously situated at the Victoria
Theatre and Concert Hall, it was
an appreciation token from
Chulalongkorn King Rama, the
former King of Siam and was
gazetted as a national monument
on 14th February 1992.

A short distance away, stands the Lim Bo Seng Memorial,
which has 4 bronze panels on its structure that convey Mr.
Lim’s contributions in the four main languages of Singapore.

PIONEERS
by Hidir Koh

Singapore has come a long way to where we are today, especially since we’ve been represented
by 3 different flags in the past. Without the aid of pioneers, who helped distinguish us from the
rest of the world, we wouldn’t be where we are today. Whether they be young or old, alive or
remembered in memory, here are some notable people in the history of Singapore.

KRANJI MEMORIAL
The Kranji Memorial houses the
memory of brave soldiers who
gave their lives to protect
Singapore during World War 2.
The pillars of the main structure
are covered by 240,000 names,
and the main building is
surrounded by large numbers of
tombstones, both of which
morbidly portray the cost of war.

SUN YAT SEN NANYANG MEMORIAL HALL
Towering in front of the memorial is the bronze
statue of Sun Yat Sen in an armchair. Built around
the structure of a colonial two-storey villa, this
monument pays tribute to the work of Dr. Sun.
Daily guided tours are provided for those who wish
to have a more enriching visit.

TAN KIM SENG FOUNTAIN & LIM BO SENG MEMORIAL
People who route through Esplanade Park would have spied
these next two memorials. Built with cast-iron, Tan Kim Seng
Fountain was designed in Victorian style, and it memorialises
Mr. Tan’s donations in setting up the waterworks of Singapore.
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TAN MIN-LIANG
Together with Robert Krakoff,
Singaporean Tan Min-Liang started
Razer from a small office. Since then,
the company has developed into one
of top brands in the gaming industry,
employing over 500 staff across 3
continents. Tan Min-Liang spearheads
the R&D department that constantly
creates bold new products like VR
headsets and Android consoles.
SINNATHAMBY RAJARATNAM
The Deputy Prime Minister from 1980 1985 and first foreign minister of
Singapore, he was also the person who
penned Singapore’s national pledge. A
journalist in his younger days, he was also
well known for the short stories that he
wrote and published in British magazine
The Spectator and even the Indian
Section of BBC’s Eastern Service.

CHIA ANN SIANG
After toiling for years in different
companies, Chia Ann Siang saved
up and bought over the land known
today as Ann Siang Hill. As the
location for remittance houses, it
was frequently visited by Chinese
immigrants to send money back to
China. Despite his fame though, the
location of his grave was not known
until 2012.

MAJID ARIFF
Mentor to ex-footballer Fandi
Ahmad, this renowned midfielder
is dubbed as the “most skillful
player Singapore has ever
produced”. Ariff started out
playing football as a pastime with
his Kampong buddies but later
developed into a professional
player who competed in the Asian
All-Stars in 1966.

DAVID MARSHALL
David Marshall, Singapore’s first Chief
Minister, was a brilliant lawyer who had the
reputation of “Marshall never loses.”
Additionally, he tapped into the humility he
acquired during the 3.5 years he spent as a
prisoner of war and spearheaded many
activist organisations.
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RECORDS

by Kirstin Sow and Dishi Gautam
Breaking a world record is no easy feat – many attempts have been made to set new records
and to break existing ones over the years. As it is, Singapore might be small, but it holds some of
the world’s greatest records. In fact, it holds 46 most genius, brilliant, wacky and unthinkable
records to date! Here’s a small compilation of our country’s unique achievements.

WORLD’S LARGEST GAME OF MUSICAL CHAIRS
Ever heard of a musical chairs game lasting three and a
half hours? In 1989, 8,238 people participated in the
world’s largest game of musical chairs at the
Anglo-Chinese School. The gruelling and lengthy game
ended when the then 15-year-old Xu Chong Wei
emerged victorious as he sat on the final chair.

WORLD’S LARGEST COLLECTION OF
TORTOISES AND TURTLES
Father and daughter team, Danny and Connie Tan,
own 3,456 tortoises and turtles. The Live Turtle and
Tortoise Museum at Chinese Garden is home to
some of the world’s rarest golden turtles, the most
dangerous turtle and the world’s third largest
tortoise. Built up over 36 years, the collection also
houses more than 5,000 reptile memorabilia.

WORLD’S LARGEST CHINESE
ORCHESTRA PERFORMANCE
Through a concert titled ‘Our People,
Our Music 2014’ held at the National
Stadium, the Singapore Chinese
Orchestra [SCO] garnered the record for
the largest Chinese Orchestra ensemble
ever, involving 4,557 members. The
orchestra also set a record for the
world’s largest Chinese drum ensemble
during their performance of the song
Power Singapura at the same concert.

WORLD’S LARGEST
BALLOON SCULPTURE
Using a total of 79,854 balloons and 42 hours,
balloon artist Lily Tan and her team of 50 artists
constructed a robot sculpture named ‘Sentinel’
that was displayed at Marina Square Shopping
Mall in 2012. The sculpture measured 23.3m
by 19m and 11.5m high, and was conferred a
Guinness World record.

GLOBAL POWERLIFTING
ALLIANCE WORLD RECORD
On March 13, 2015, Chew Feng Yi
broke 3 major Global Powerlifitng
Alliance [GPA] world records in the
squat, benchpress and deadlift
categories respectively, making her
the first Singaporean female to have
set new records for them. A total of
332.5kg were lifted by the female
powerlifter, surpassing the previous
record by a whooping 97.5kg.
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Records &

RANKINGS
by Hidir Koh & Jerrold Law

Singapore prides itself as a global research and development hub, and ranks highly on global
liveability lists. Even so, how many breakthrough achievements from our local scientists have
you heard of? Here are some interesting results from international surveys and technological
advancements in Singapore that you may not have known about.

MOST SME-FRIENDLY
Our Lion City has been rated as the most
SME-friendly government by internationally-recognised bodies like the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) and
Institute of Management Accountants (IMA).
As many Singaporeans are employed under
the SME sector, being the most SME-friendly country not only means more jobs, it also
fuels economic growth.

HIGHEST EDUCATION RANKING
In this year’s OECD global education
ranking report, Singapore came in first,
ahead of Hong Kong and South Korea.
The rankings are heavily influenced by
the country’s mathematics and science
scores from students aged 15 years old.
This simply shows that Singapore has a
strong and solid foundation in education.

BIOLUMINESCENT FLOWER
While you may have seen glowing
CGI flowers in the movie Avatar,
those flowers can actually be real!
The first ever bioluminescent flower
in the world was actually made by
Professor Chia Tet Fatt in December
1999, when he transferred DNA
containing genes from fireflies into
orchid tissues using particle
bombardment, resulting in glowing
flowers.

ELECTRIC TAXI
Gas-powered vehicles today leave a
huge carbon footprint on the
environment. On top of that, fuel is
extremely expensive. To solve this
environmental issue, a team from
TUM Create, a collaboration with
TUM and NTU, have designed and
built an electronic taxi (called EVA)
that is capable of travelling 200kms
before it needs to recharge, and
recharging only takes 15 minutes!

SMALLEST GEAR
Thought that the gears running in
your watch are small? A team of
Singapore scientists currently hold
the Guinness World Record for
developing the world’s smallest
gears which are molecular in size –
so small that they are not visible to
the naked eye. These gears can
open doors to further development
in nanotechnology. Imagine a
pinhole camera smaller than a 1
cent coin!
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World Class

Study for a prestigious University
of London degree in Singapore
Earn an international qualification and save money by
studying locally for a University of London degree.
Demonstrate to yourself and employers that you can take
on a challenge and succeed at a university known for
its high academic standards.
Gain the skills and knowledge for careers in accountancy,
investment banking, human resources, marketing,
IT and more.
Study for a University of London degree at top private
institutions in Singapore.
www.londoninternational.ac.uk/sg-world-class

Studied anywhere,
valued everywhere.
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